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Abstract
The Universal Force Field (UFF) is a broadly applicable classical force field
that contains parameters for almost every atom type of the periodic table. This
force field is non-reactive, i.e. the topology of the system under study is considered as fixed and no creation or breaking of covalent bonds is possible. This
paper introduces IM-UFF (Interactive Modeling - UFF), an extension of UFF
that combines the possibility to significantly modify molecular structures (as
with reactive force fields) with a broad diversity of supported systems thanks
to the universality of UFF. Such an extension lets the user easily build and
edit molecular systems interactively while being guided by physics based interatomic forces. This approach introduces weighted atom types and weighted
bonds, used to update topologies and atom parameterizations at every time
step of a simulation. IM-UFF has been evaluated on a large set of benchmarks
and is proposed as a self-contained implementation integrated in a new module
for the SAMSON software platform for computational nanoscience available at
http://www.samson-connect.net.
Keywords: Universal Force Field, Interactive modeling, Interactive
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1. Introduction
Force fields estimate the potential energy of the system under study and
compute the interaction forces acting on the atoms involved. Hence, they are
key elements for modeling inter-atomic interactions of molecular systems and are
5

used as core components for a large spectrum of molecular simulation methods
[1, 2], from molecular dynamics [3] to Monte-Carlo approaches [4].
The Universal Force Field [5] (UFF) is an all-atom force field that has parameterizations for every atom of the periodic table with atomic number lower
than 103. Such a flexibility makes UFF applicable to a broad spectrum of sy-
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stems, which has been demonstrated through evaluations on organic molecules
[6], main group compounds [7], and metal complexes [8]. Recently, new parameterizations have been introduced to treat transition metals that appear, in
particular, in Metal-Organic Frameworks (MOFs) [9]. However, this universality naturally comes at the expense of a lower accuracy: for example, it has been
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shown that UFF is not well-adapted for condensed-phase simulations [10].
UFF assumes the topological invariance of the simulated system, and hence
can be categorized among non-reactive force fields. Non-reactive force fields
allow for small geometric changes in the system, but prohibit any large rearrangements involving creation or breaking of covalent bonds, as well as changes in
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atoms’ hybridization states. That is why, for UFF, the topology of the system
(i.e. covalent bonds and their order) as well as the proper set of parameters
to be used for each atom are established only once before any energy or force
computation is launched.
Contrarily to non-reactive force fields, reactive force fields do not consider the
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system’s topology as fixed: during the simulation, covalent bonds may be created or broken, their order may change, which might also induce a change in the
atoms hybridizations. Popular reactive force fields include the Stilling-Weber
[11], Tersoff [12] and Brenner [13] potentials, as well as the ReaxFF potential
[14]. A detailed analysis of the advantages and limitations of these force fields
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can be found in Kocbach et al. [15]. Reactive force fields are typically precise,

2

but their parameters are tuned to work on specific systems and/or a limited set
of atoms. Recently, extensions of these reactive force fields have been provided
to cover more chemical elements of the periodic table. For example, ReaxFF
has been parameterized for a growing set of applications [16], which may involve
35

many different types of atoms. However, obtaining these parameters for new
chemical types is a tedious and time-consuming task, and each application still
corresponds to a specific context (and software distribution) of the potential.
Moreover, the high number of parameters involved in these force fields (which
is also the reason of their precision) makes them, in general, computationally
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more expensive than non-reactive methods. Various methods have been developed in order to improve the performance of reactive force fields: for example,
incremental algorithms were used to perform interactive modeling of hydrocarbon systems with Brenner potential [17]. However, reactive force fields cannot
be easily extended to a broader variety of systems due to the aforementioned
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restrictions.
Interactive simulation, where a user can directly modify a system through
simple interactions during minimization or simulation, has become a very popular subject of research in various fields, including quantum chemistry [18, 19,
20, 21, 22, 23, 24] and structural biology (see e.g. [25, 26]). A well-known exam-
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ple is the Foldit application [27], that proposes a serious game to address the
protein structure prediction problem by allowing users to interactively manipulate proteins. Interactive approaches which merge calculation and visualization
complement pure simulation methods, and can actually be combined with them
(see e.g. [28]). Potentially enhanced by intuitive computer-human interfaces
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[18], these methods provide users with a simple way to act on a system and
achieve a given goal, while respecting some physical laws. Moreover, interactive
simulation methods may help users better apprehend the rules that govern the
system’s behavior, since they make it possible to directly see the system’s response to the performed actions.

60

In this paper, we propose an extension of the Universal Force Field called
IM-UFF (Interactive Modeling - UFF), that is able to smoothly handle topo3

logical changes of the modeled systems. More specifically, IM-UFF allows for
creation and breaking of covalent bonds, changes in the order of covalent bonds
as well as changes of atom typizations. With this extension, molecular struc65

tures can go through significant modifications while being simulated or edited,
in order to reach a topology that better reflects the current organization of the
involved atoms. Hence, simple systems can be built with a few mouse actions,
and the construction of more complex systems, for which the exact topology is
not necessary known in advance, can be guided by physics-based inter-atomic
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forces. The interest of such a methodology has already been demonstrated for
hydrocarbon systems in [17]. In our case, IM-UFF benefits from the large diversity of supported systems resulting from the universality of UFF.
Note that it may be possible to convert UFF (and any non-reactive force
field) to an interactive force field by directly computing the standard (UFF) to-
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pology and atoms types for the structure after each structural change. However,
the resulting force-field would be non-smooth, with possibly strong gaps of forces between two arbitrarily close conformations, thus hindering any possibility
of interactive modeling.
It is worth comparing IM-UFF with existing quantum chemistry methods.

80

Ab initio methods are reliable, but they are the most time-consuming approaches, hence not suitable for real-time applications. DFT approaches (with in
particular DFTB variants [29, 30]) and semi-emprirical methods which rely on
more simplified formulations, have shown to be more efficient. For appropriate
settings, these methods have allowed real-time calculations for systems compri-
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sing up to a few dozens of atoms [22, 21, 23]. However, quantum chemistry methods remain in general computationally demanding methods that, for now, can
hardly address larger systems at interactive rates. Moreover, special care must
typically be taken regarding the parameterization choice since some methods
may lead to incorrect results if the system under study is not similar enough to
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the one in the database used to parametrize the method [31]. Unlike quantum
chemistry methods, IM-UFF is not based on electronic structure calculations.
As shown later in this paper, it is constructed such that its local minima mostly
4

coincide with those of UFF and hence, correct UFF equilibrium structures can
be obtained through interactive modeling. Outside equilibrium, IM-UFF makes
95

no attempt to provide realistic energy and forces (even though we show some
numerical experiments that suggest that IM-UFF may provide fast approximate
statistics). However, we believe that the universality of IM-UFF, its efficiency
and its simplicity of use (it does not require any user-expert system preparation) make it an interesting alternative to existing quantum chemistry methods
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or preliminary system modeling.
Figure 1 shows, on a simple example of a molecular system being manipulated, the difference between UFF and IM-UFF. In this example, the user pulls
away one of the oxygen atoms of a carbonate ion CO32− . When this oxygen atom
is sufficiently far from the carbon atom, UFF either shifts the whole carbonate
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ion (if covalent bonds are represented with harmonic constraints), or allows for
an unrealistically long covalent bond with no structural rearrangement of the
atoms (if covalent bonds are represented with Morse-like potentials). IM-UFF,
on the contrary, breaks the covalent bond between the atoms, which results in
a new structure.

110

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 provides an overview of the methodology underlying IM-UFF, in particular the use of partitions
of unity, weighting functions used to transition between different parameterizations. Section 3 describes the algorithms used to compute the weights for
IM-UFF, and Section 4 presents how these weights are applied. In Section 5,
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IM-UFF is evaluated on a set of scenarios and benchmarks, which also opens
discussions. Finally, Section 6 concludes this work.

2. Overview of the IM-UFF approach
In this section, we present in broad lines the concepts used by IM-UFF for
the perception phase and the computation of energies and forces.

5

Figure 1: An oxygen atom (dashed circle) of the carbonate ion CO32− is displaced using the
interactive simulation framework in SAMSON software (center). With UFF where the bond
stretch is implemented with a Morse potential, the topology remains unchanged, which leads
to unrealistic geometries (left). With IM-UFF, the covalent bond is broken forming a carbon
dioxide CO2 and an isolated oxygen (right).
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2.1. Continuous molecular system perception
With the Universal Force Field (UFF), interaction energies and forces cannot
be directly deduced from the atoms’ elements and positions: an initialization
step is required to perceive the molecular system. Precisely, this perception
step determines the topology of the system based on the atoms’ elements and
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positions, as well as the parameters used to compute the UFF energies and
forces. In particular, this step determines the set of covalent bonds, along with
their bond orders, and assigns to each atom a UFF type. Once this one-time
initialization step is performed, simulation can proceed and energies and forces
may be updated whenever atoms positions change. However, the topology of

130

the molecular system cannot change.
With the Interactive Modeling UFF (IM-UFF), perception is performed at
every time step in order to allow for changes in the system’s topology. Moreover,
to make these changes continuous, perception produces bonds that a) are more
numerous and b) may appear at larger distances than bonds in equilibrium
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states. Furthermore, perception assigns to each atom a mixture of UFF types.
In the literature, a large amount of work has been done on automatic perception of molecular systems [32, 33, 34, 35, 36, 37]. Despite such a diversity,
perception methods may be limited by their computational complexity if no
assumption on the system is made. Moreover, as for available perception soft-

6
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ware, it appears that only a few free tools exist [38, 39, 40], and they mostly
focus on organic molecules. Recently, we have proposed an automatic structure
perception that is well adapted for UFF [41], and on which we rely to extend
UFF to IM-UFF.
2.2. Weight-based approach

145

Even though more bonds and UFF atoms types are considered at each time
step in IM-UFF, these are given weights, which indicate their relative importance
and are involved in the computation of energies and forces. Precisely, two lists
are continuously maintained: a list of weighted bonds and a list of weighted atom
types, defined as follows:
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• A weighted bond bij is a pair of atoms i and j with an associated weight
ωij ∈ [0, 1]. When ωij is equal to 0, there is no bonded interaction between
atoms i and j. When ωij is equal to 1, the weighted bond represents a
covalent bond between atoms i and j. Intermediate weights ωij ∈ (0, 1)
correspond to partial bonds being either created or destroyed during si-
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mulation with the IM-UFF potential1 .
• A weighted atom type is an UFF atom type associated to a weight
λ ∈ [0, 1]. If a given atom in the molecular system has n + 1 possible UFF
types, we note as λi , 0 6 i 6 n, the weight of the ith atom type. Moreover,
P
for each atom, we impose
λi = 1, so that the set of λi constitutes a
i
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partition of unity. As a result, each atom in the simulation is associated
to a set of weighted UFF atom types, with weights varying during the
simulation as bonds are created or destroyed.
As we will show, weighted atom types are computed based on weighted
bonds. The weights of bonds and atoms are then used to compute IM-UFF
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energies and forces. We ensure that, by construction, local minima in UFF
1 For

a given pair of atoms i and j, there is at most one corresponding weighted bond bij ,

which may also be denoted by bji , with corresponding weight ωji .

7

mostly coincide with local minima in IM-UFF, so that stable structures that
can be obtained with UFF can also be built through interactive modeling using
IM-UFF. This makes IM-UFF usable in all situations where UFF is appropriate.
The next section describes the workflow for computing weighted bonds and
170

weighted atom types. Then, Section 4 explains how to use these weights in
order to compute the interaction energies and forces that rule the behavior of
IM-UFF.

3. Computing weights
In this section, after defining a few quantities used throughout the paper,
175

we describe our approach to computing weights associated to bonds and atoms
types.
3.1. Definitions
We use the following definitions:
C
• rij
is the covalent length, i.e. the distance below which a bond between
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atoms i and j may be covalent, provided that considering the bond as
covalent is compatible with the maximum coordination and maximum
valence of atoms i and j. As in Artemova et al. [41], we use:

EQ
C
rij
= rij
+ th ,

(1)

EQ
where rij
represents an equilibrium bond length taken as the sum of
EQ
covalent radii of the atoms: rij
= ri + rj . The covalent radii used are the
185

UFF radii associated to a given typization (see Supplementary Material).
As in Artemova et al. [41], we use th = 0.4Å.
I
C
• rij
> rij
is the interaction length of a weighted bond, i.e. the length below

which a (weighted) bonded interaction is considered between atoms i and
j. In this work, this interaction length is the van der Waals equilibrium
190

I
distance, i.e. rij
= xIJ in equation (20) of Rappe et al. [42]. As a result,

8

beyond the van der Waals equilibrium distance, the weighted bond entirely
disappears and the interaction energy is purely a van der Waals energy.
• co(i) is the weighted coordination of atom i:

co(i) =

X

ωij

(2)

boij ωij .

(3)

j

• va(i) is the weighted valence of atom i:

va(i) =

X
j
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where boij is the bond order of bond bij when the bond is covalent, and
boij is set to 1 for partial bonds.
• comax (i) and vamax (i) are the maximum coordination and maximum valence, respectively, of atom i. Their values are the same as the ones used
in Artemova et al. [41].
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3.2. Computing bond weights
In this section, we detail how bond weights ωij are computed. These weights
vary in the range [0, 1] and have the following properties:

 0,
ωij (rij ) =
 1,

I
if rij > rij

(4)

if bij is a covalent bond

where rij corresponds to the length of bond bij . The first property ensures that
weighted bonds smoothly vanish when their length rij becomes larger than their
205

I
interaction length rij
. The second property, which states that a covalent bond

has a weight of 1, allows us to obtain energies and forces that are similar to
those of UFF for the systems at equilibrium.
The overall process used to build weighting functions ωij requires several
intermediate steps that are summarized in Figure 2. These steps are detailed
210

in the following subsections.

9

Figure 2: Workflow used for computing the weight ωij for a bond connecting atoms i and j.

3.2.1. Detecting weighted bonds
In theory, we could associate a weighted bond to any pair of atoms i and
j such that i 6= j. We would then set ωij = 0 for bonds whose length rij is
I
larger than their interaction length rij
. For efficiency, though, we only consider
215

weighted bonds as created when distances rij are smaller than interaction disI
tances 6 rij
. To rapidly determine all pairs of atoms that may form a bond,

we use a cell-list approach [2] where atoms are placed in a regular grid such
that a cell size is equal to the largest possible bond distance2 . By default, the
grid is updated at each time step, and only atoms belonging to the same cell
220

or to neighboring cells are tested for bond creation. Note that, in this step, the
number of weighted bonds attached to a given atom does not have to satisfy
the maximum coordination rule, since this constraint is enforced later on.
3.2.2. Detecting covalent bonds
Once weighted bonds are known, we detect covalent bonds. We use an
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approach very similar to the one used for UFF in Artemova et al. [41]. The
only difference is that, instead of relying on a cell-list approach to find covalent
bonds, we search them among the weighted bonds computed at the previous
step. Precisely, for each atom i, we sort its weighted bonds according to the
EQ
ratios rij /rij
. Then, starting first with the bond with the lowest ratio, we tag
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these bonds as covalent if their distance is lower than the maximum covalent
C
radius rij
, as long as the number of covalent bonds for each atom does not

2 In

our case, this is 4.765 Å, corresponding to the maximum xI parameters appearing in

the UFF parameter table of Rappe et al. [5].

10

exceed its maximum coordination3 . Once a bond has been detected as covalent,
we directly set its weight ωij to 1 to satisfy the second property in equation 4.
3.2.3. Assigning bond orders
235

After covalent bonds are known, we determine which of them may be considered as double or triple bonds. We restrict the search to bonds where both
atoms are among the six following elements: carbon (C), nitrogen (N), oxygen
(O), silicon (Si), phosphorus (P) and sulfur (S). Bond-order assignment uses
the method described in Artemova et al. [41], which extends the method based
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on molecular penalty scores introduced by Wang et al. and implemented in the
popular Antechamber package [43]. One advantage of this extension is that
a local bond-order estimation strategy propagated along the molecular system
is used to limit the computational effort. Once this step is complete, we may
compute the covalent coordination co(i)
e
and the covalent valence vf
a(i) of atom
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i, i.e. the coordination and valence of atom i when only its covalent bonds (and
not its partial bonds) are considered.
3.2.4. Computing base weights
For each partial bond detected in step 1 (i.e. for each weighted bond that is
not a covalent bond), we compute a base weight, i.e. the weight that the bond

250

would have if the maximum coordination and maximum valence rules were not
enforced.
0
Precisely, a twice-differentiable base weight ωij
is computed from the bond

length rij as follows:

0
ωij
(rij ) =

3 The







1,

0,



 s(r ),
ij

C
if rij 6 rij
I
if rij > rij

(5)

otherwise

maximum coordination comax only depends on the element type, except for hydrogen,

where comax = 1 except when it is bonded to two boron elements. In this case, comax = 2,
allowing for the creation of a bridging hydrogen.

11

where s(rij ) is an order-five, twice-differentiable interpolation spline:

s(rij ) = −6η 5 + 15η 4 − 10η 3 + 1,
255

η=

C
rij − rij
I − rC
rij
ij

.

(6)

0
is plotted in Figure 3 for a bond linking two hydrogen
The function ωij

atoms.
ω0ij

1

0.5

0
0

rC
ij

2

rIij

r (Angstroms)

4

rij

0 as a function of r (in Angstroms) for two hydrogen atoms (r C = 0.86 Å,
Figure 3: Weight ωij
ij
ij
I = 2.886 Å).
rij

3.2.5. Computing oriented weights
Once base weights are known, we compute for each partial bond bij two
oriented weights ωi→j and ωj→i in order to satisfy the maximum coordination
260

and maximum valence rules for atoms i and j. Precisely, we set ωi→j = ωj→i = 1
for all covalent bonds, and we want:
 P

ωi→j 6 comax (i)

j
P


ωj→i 6 comax (j)

and

P

boij ωi→j 6 vamax (i)

j

and

i

P

.

(7)

boji ωj→i 6 vamax (j)

i

The approach used to compute these oriented weights is described in Algorithm 1. For each atom i, the first step is to compute its available coordination
coavail (i) after considering the covalent bonds. For this, we compute a) the
265

difference between the maximum coordination comax (i) and the covalent coordination co(i),
e
and b) the difference between the maximum valence vamax (i)
and the covalent valence vf
a(i), and we set the available coordination coavail (i)
as the minimum of these two values (line 2). Then, for each partial bond bij
12

Algorithm 1: Computing oriented weights
input : A list of all the atoms. For each atom i, a list of partial bonds
0
, the coordination of covalent bonds co(i)
e
bij , their weights ωij

and the valence of covalence bonds vf
a(i).
output: Two oriented weights ωi→j and ωj→i per bond bij .
1

foreach atom i do

2

coavail (i) ← min (comax (i) − co(i),
e
vamax (i) − vf
a(i)) ;

3

foreach partial bond bij do

4


0
ωi→j ← max 0, min ωij
, coavail (i) ;

5

coavail (i) ← coavail (i) − ωi→j ;

connected to atom i (in the order used when determining covalent bonds), the
270

oriented weight ωi→j is set (line 4). At this stage, the min function ensures
that the total coordination and valence of atom i is always below its maximum
values, whereas the max function ensures that ωi→j is always positive. We then
subtract ωi→j from the atom’s available coordination (line 5).
3.2.6. Computing bond weights
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For a partial bond bij , oriented weights ωi→j and ωj→i vary continuously
from 0 to 1 and are in agreement with maximum coordinations and valences
of atoms i and j, respectively. To get a weighting function that satisfy coordinations and valences of both connected atoms, we take the minimum of these
oriented weights:

ωij = min(ωi→j , ωj→i ).
280

(8)

3.2.7. Special cases
The steps above ensure that the properties in equation (4) are enforced. In
cases where covalent bonds describe a system at equilibrium, however, we would
like to have the weights of non-covalent bonds to be zero. This happens when
either the weighted coordination or the weighted valence is equal to its maximum

13
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value, but one may find other cases where this property is not true. Consider
for example the case of Figure 4 involving two carbonyl groups (terminal oxygen
double bonded with a carbon atom). Since, in our framework, the maximum
valence of oxygen is set to 3 (to take into account the possible presence of a
dative bond, e.g. in carbon monoxide), there is the risk of creating a meaningless
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attraction between the two oxygen atoms through a bond of weight ωOO 6= 0.
Hence, we use a post-treatment phase to set the weight of some non-covalent
weighted bonds to 0, for several known equilibrium situations:
• an oxygen doubly bonded to a carbon, a phosphorus or a sulfur, the bonded atom having 3 covalent bonds.
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• a sulfur doubly bonded to a carbon that has 3 covalent bonds.
• a sulfur with 2 bonds, one of these bonds connecting a thallium, a boron
or an arsenic.
• a boron with 3 bonds connecting at least 2 sulfur atoms.
Note that these cases cover the situations encountered in the UFF bench-
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marks that were used to validate our approach, but they do not necessarily cover
all the possible situations that may appear. However, additional restrictions can
easily be added to the method if necessary.
Another situation where the weight of non-covalent bonds is set to 0 is the
case of resonant structures. This stage that is performed after the computation
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of the weighted types will be described more in details further on.
3.3. Computing weighted atom types
In this section, we explain how to obtain the weights λ0 , . . . , λn−1 for the n
available typizations of a given atom. First, let us notice that among the 103
type of chemical elements considered in UFF, only 12 may have multiple UFF
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atom types: hydrogen (H), boron (B), carbon (C), nitrogen (N), oxygen (O),
phosphorus (P), sulfur (S), titanium (Ti), iron (Fe), molybdenum (Mo), tungsten (W) and rhenium (Re). Hence, a weight λ0 = 1 is associated to the unique
14

Figure 4: Two carbonyl groups, each one composed of a terminal oxygen doubly bonded with
a carbon atom. In that case the unfilled oxygen valences lead to a weighted bond between
oxygen such that ωOO 6= 0. Hence, a postprocessing is required to remove this weight which
does not have physical meaning.

typization available for all other atom types. It is also important to remark that
an atom typization may depend on its geometry/hybridization (e.g. carbon, ni315

trogen), its oxidation number (phosphorus) or on both characteristics (sulfur
and tungsten). Moreover, UFF has two special cases for bridging hydrogen
atoms (labeled H b) and oxygen atoms in zeolite lattices (labeled O 3 z).4
In the following, we rely on the automatic typization process for UFF proposed in Artemova et al. [41], that we extend to obtain associated weights IM-UFF
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in three main steps: first, we perceive the hybridizations/geometries for atoms
whose types depend on such characteristics; then, we estimate the oxidation
numbers when these are used to discriminate between possible types; finally, we
assign atom types and weights. We detail these steps in the following.
4 Note

that for some element types, some geometries (e.g. trigonal bipyramidal, square

pyramidal, tricapped trigonal) are not available from the possible typizations of UFF and the
extension to such kind of geometry is out of the scope of the current paper.

15

3.3.1. Perceiving hybridization/geometry
325

The atom hybridization/geometry is determined at the beginning of the
type perception for 10 atomic elements: main-group elements carbon (C), oxygen (O), nitrogen (N), sulfur (S) and boron (B), for which the typization is
related to the atom’s hybridization state (sp, sp2 , sp3 ), and metallic elements
titanium (Ti), iron (Fe), molybdenum (Mo), tungsten (W) and rhenium (Re),
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for which the typization depends on the geometric arrangement (either trigonal
or octahedral in UFF).
Main-group elements: based on the octet rule and following the same
scheme as in [41], we compute an sp∗ (i) index that represents the hybridization
tendency of the atom and that can be obtained from the previously computed
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weighted coordinations and valences.
The first step is to estimate the number of lone pairs lp(i) associated to the
atom. For that, we compute the expression [ve(i)−va(i)] where [·] stands for the
the nearest integer function and ve(i) is the number of the valence electrons. If
the resulting value is odd, then we add or remove 1 to the expression to estimate
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lp(i). As in [41], the decision to remove or add an electron is taken in order to
satisfy as much as possible the octet rule (i.e. each atom should be surrounded
by 8 electrons). Hence, the number of lone pairs is estimated as:

lp(i) =





[ve(i)−va(i)]
2
[ve(i)−va(i)](±)1
2

if [ve(i) − va(i)]%2 = 0;

(9)

otherwise;

This allows us to estimate the weighted hybridization as follow:
sp∗ (i) = co(i) + lp(i) − 1.

(10)

Note that, since co can have non integer values, sp∗ can also have non-integer
values. For carbon, nitrogen, oxygen and sulfur atoms, these non-integer sp∗
345

values are used to build three weights, denoted by λl , λtr , and λte , respectively
associated to linear, trigonal and tetrahedral hybridizations/geometries. By forming a partition of the unity, these weights represent the tendency of the atom
to adopt one of these three hybridizations/geometries. To determine these weig16

sp∗ 6 1
1 < sp∗ 6 2

1
2

λl

λtr

λte

1

0

0

(1 + cos (π (sp∗ − 1)))

∗

2 < sp 6 3

0

3 < sp∗

0

1 − λl
1
2 (1

0
∗

+ cos(π(sp − 2)))
0

1 − λtr
1

Table 1: Partition functions λ for carbon, nitrogen, oxygen and sulfur atoms, describing the
weighted typization hybridizations/geometries, in function of the sp∗ parameter.

hts, we define the λ functions as described in Table 1 and plotted (as functions
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of sp values) in Figure 5-left. This construction allows us to smoothly switch
from linear to trigonal and then to tetrahedral hybridizations/geometries for
main-group elements.

Figure 5: Partition functions for main group elements. Left: functions which allow to smoothly
switch from linear to trigonal and then tetrahedral hybridizations/geometries for carbon,
oxygen, nitrogen, sulfur elements. Right: functions that allow to switch from trigonal to
tetrahedral for boron.

Similarly, for boron atoms, non-integer sp∗ values are used to associate weights to the two possible typizations corresponding to either trigonal or tetrahedral
355

geometries/hybridizations. Since bond orders greater than one are not considered for boron, the valence is equal to the coordination. Thus, we use the boron
coordination to design the partition functions λtr and λte as described in Table
2. Figure 5-right plots the λ functions according to the boron co values.
Metallic elements: for transition metals (titanium (Ti), iron (Fe), molybdenum (Mo), tungsten (W) and rhenium (Re)), tetrahedral (λte ) and octahedral
(λoc ) typizations are available. An additional difficulty for the choice of the typi17

λtr

λte

1

0

co 6 3
1
2

3 < co 6 4

(1 + cos (π (co − 3)))

4 < co

0

1 − λtr
1

Table 2: Partition functions for boron according to its coordination.

zation for these atoms is that the octahedral typization can serve for both square
planar and octahedral structures. Thus, the strategy retained is the following.
First, based on the coordination, we build weight functions which discriminate
the tetrahedral and square planar contribution λte+sp , from the octahedral contribution λ∗oc . The partition functions used are described in Table 3 and are
represented in Figure 6. Additionally, we use a shape-checking mechanism to
discriminate between the tetrahedral and the square planar contributions. For
this, we define two error functions Ete and Esp that sum the deviations from the
ideal reference angles of the respective geometries, while weighting these errors
by the bond weights:
Ete

=

P

Esp

=

P

i

ωi (θi − 109.47◦ )2 ,


◦ 2
◦ 2
,
i ωi min (θi − 90 ) , (θi − 180 )

(11)

where i sums over all the possible angle bends that can be formed from neighbors
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of the central metallic atom, and ωi is the product of the two weights of the bonds
involved in the angle θi . From these values, we deduce the relative tetrahedral
and square planar contributions from the overall tetrahedral plus square planar
contribution:
λte

te
= λte+sp EteE+E
,
sp

λsp

sp
= λte+sp Ete +E
.
sp

E

(12)

Finally, since the octahedral typization is used for both the square planar and
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the octahedral shapes, the weight of such typization is equal to the sum of each
elementary contribution. Hence, the final octahedral typization is computed as
λoc = λsp + λ∗oc .
18

λ∗oc

λte+sp
co 6 4
4 < co 6 6

1
2



1


1 + cos π (co−4)
2

6 < co

0


0

1 − λte+sp
1

Table 3: Functions λ for metallic elements describing the weight of each typization according
to the atom coordination.

Figure 6: Partition functions allowing to smoothly switch from tetrahedral/square planar to
octahedral geometries for metallic elements.

3.3.2. Oxidation numbers
In the case of phosphorus, sulfur and tungsten elements, several typizations
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are possible for a given hybridization/geometry, depending on the atom’s oxidation number. The oxidation number is estimated using the same approach as
described in Ref. [41] and is based on the atoms electronegativities.
When the typization for the exact computed oxidation state is not available
(for example, there is no UFF type S 3+1), a default oxidation number is set
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(see Table 4).
Note, finally, that the P 3+5 and P 3+q typizations have exactly the same
set of UFF parameters, so we just consider one of them to be the default typization representing the tetrahedral hybridization. The typization scheme based
on the oxidation number is summarized in Table 4.
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3.3.3. Specific typizations
Typizations for oxygen in zeolite lattices and for bridging hydrogens are set
when specific patterns are detected in the molecular topology.

19

Oxidation number
3

λP 3+3

=

1

λP 3+5/P 3+q

=

1

4

λS 3+4

=

λte

6

λS 3+6

=

λte

other cases

λS 3+2

=

λte

6

λW 3+6

=

λte

other cases

λW 3+4

=

λte

Phosphorus
other cases

Sulfur

λ

Tungsten

Table 4: Typization scheme of atoms based on the oxidation number.

The λte weight of oxygen is attributed to the λO

3 z

corresponding to oxygen

in zeolite lattices when the oxygen has two covalent bonds with either two silicon
385

or two boron atoms.
Apart from its default typization H , hydrogen has a specific typization H b
when it is a bridging hydrogen. For simplicity, this case is considered only for
the most common situation where the hydrogen atom is bonded to two boron
atoms. In this case, we set λH = 0, λH b = 1 whereas in other cases we set
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λH = 1, λH b = 0.
3.3.4. Resonances
In IM-UFF, as in UFF, a specific typization is associated to atoms involved in
resonance phenomena due to the presence of delocalized electrons. Similarly to
the perception scheme proposed in Ref. [41], atoms resonances are considered for
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some functional groups (amide, nitro, carboxylate and enol-ether groups) and in
aromatic rings. The global scheme used is the same as the one used in Ref. [41],
applied only on covalent bonds (ωij = 1). Once a resonant pattern is detected,
the typizations of all its involved atoms are assigned to resonant, overwriting
the previously-assigned typizations (for the current round of perception only),
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and the weights of non-covalent bonds of these atoms are set to 0. After this
phase, weights have been assigned to the bonds and the types and they can be

20

used in IM-UFF to compute energies and forces. This is the subject of the next
section.

4. Applying weights
405

We now describe how the weights are used in IM-UFF for energies and forces
computations. In particular, we show how we weigh the various energy terms in
the UFF potential energy function, based on the bond weights and atom types
weights computed in the previous steps.
4.1. Parameters computation
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Among UFF parameters, only three depend on the choice of the typization
for a given atom element: the covalent radius rI , the equilibrium angle θ0 and
the parameter VJ involved in the computation of torsional barriers (see Ref.
[42] II.D.2). In IM-UFF, these parameters are directly computed as weighted
sums of parameters corresponding to possible typizations:

rI =

n
P

λk rIk ,

θ0 =

k=0
415

n
P

λk θ0k ,

k=0

VJ =

n
P

λk VJk .

(13)

k=0

Recall that the lambda weights form a partition of unity, so that these weighted sums do not have to be normalized.
4.2. Weighted energies and forces
The total interaction energy in UFF is written as a sum of two-body, threebody and four-body interactions:

E = ER + Eθ + Eφ + EΩ + Evdw + Eel ,
420

(14)

where ER represents bond stretching interactions, Eθ describes angle bending
energy terms, Eφ stands for dihedral angle torsions, and EΩ corresponds to the
inversion contribution. The non-bonded interactions comprise van der Waals
terms Evdw and electrostatic terms Eel . Note that this last electrostatic term
is not considered in IM-UFF following the arguments in Ref. [44] stating that
21
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UFF parameters are derived without the use of point charges on the atoms and
that the consensus of the original authors is to use this force field without any
additional charges.
The weights ωij computed in Section 3 represent the influence of bonds
attached to atoms, while ensuring that coordinations and valences make physical
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sense. We thus use these weights to compute IM-UFF energies and forces.
Precisely, energy terms E in UFF are transformed into energy terms Ẽ in IMUFF as follows:

Ẽ = g (ω) E,
where g(ω) = e

ω−1
ω

(15)

. The g function rapidly converges to 0 when a weight ω

tends towards 0. Hence, compared to ω, it allows steeper transition from 1
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to 0, happening for lower radii (see figure 7), which in practice appears to be
convenient when interactively manipulating molecular systems.
Bond stretching. In UFF, bond stretching energy interactions ER are modeled
either with a harmonic oscillator or with the Morse potential. In IM-UFF, we
only rely on the Morse formulation which is more accurate and leads to finite
ij
as
energies when breaking bonds. Thus, we compute the weighted energy ẼR

follows:


ij
ij
ẼR
= g (ωij ) ER
− Dij ,

(16)

where Dij is the bond dissociation energy as it appears in Rappe et al. [5],
equation (1b). With such a formulation that directly links the bond weight
to the energy, the subtraction of the bond dissociation energy allows the non440

weighted contribution to vanish to 0 when the bond length tends to infinity.
Figure 7 represents the weighting factor g (ωij ) (left - solid line) compared to
the ωij value (left - dashed line) and the resulting bond stretch function (right)
for two interacting hydrogen atoms.
Angle bend. The angle bend energy Eθ involves 3 atoms and 2 bonds. Denoting
by i, j and k these three atoms, and assuming j is the central atom, the modified
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Figure 7: The energy weighting factor (left) and the resulting bond stretch energy function
(right) representing the interaction of two hydrogen atoms.

contribution Ẽθijk is:
Ẽθijk = g (min (ωij , ωjk )) Eθijk .

(17)

Dihedral torsion. The dihedral torsion energy Eφ involves 4 atoms connected
445

through 3 successive bonds. Denoting by i, j, k and l these four atoms, and
assuming the three bonds are bij , bjk and bkl , the modified contribution Ẽφijkl
is:
Ẽφijkl = g (min (ωij , ωjk , ωkl )) Eφijkl .

(18)

ijkl
, 3 atoms are connected to a 4th one
Inversion. For the inversion energy EΩ
ijkl
through 3 bonds. Then, if j is the central atom, the contribution ẼΩ
is
450

computed such as:
ijkl
ijkl
.
= g (min (ωij , ωjk , ωjl )) EΩ
ẼΩ

(19)

Van der Waals. In UFF, a van der Waals interaction between two atoms is
considered if two van der Waals conditions are satisfied: a) the atoms are not
connected and b) they do not have a common neighbor. To transcribe these
conditions in IM-UFF, we consider both the weight ωij of a bond between two
455

atoms i and j, and a weight ωn = maxk (ωik ωkj ) representing the strongest
connection through a neighboring atom.
The van der Waals contribution is then:
ij
ij
Ẽvdw
= g (1 − max (ωij , ωn )) Evdw
,
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(20)

Figure 8: The van der Waals contribution (left), the bond stretch plus van der Waals contribution (middle) and a close-up of the van der Waals barrier (right) that appears as a red box
in the middle picture, for the simple case of two Hydrogen atoms.

indicating that the van der Waals interaction becomes stronger as the van der
Waals conditions become more and more satisfied.
460

Figure 8 illustrates the resulting van der Waals contribution (left), the total
sum of bond stretch and van der Waals contributions (middle) and a close-up
on this contribution showing the van der Waals barrier (right) for the simple
case of two hydrogen atoms. Note how, with our formulation, the bond stretch
and van der Waals minima are preserved, as well as the energy profiles (and
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thus forces) around these minima.
Forces. Forces are expressed as the negative of the derivative of the potential
energy: F = −∇E. In IM-UFF, forces derived from each contribution regarding
some displacement r are given by:
∂ Ẽ
∂ (g(ω)E)
g(ω) ∂ω
∂E
F˜r = −
=−
=− 2
E − g(ω)
.
∂r
∂r
ω ∂r
∂r

(21)

The derivatives ∂ω/∂r are obtained from the derivatives of the weights ωij
470

(see Supplementary Material).
Note that the parameters rI , θ0 and VJ used to compute IM-UFF energies
(cf. equation (14)) are also functions of r, since the weighted typizations λ are
functions of the coordination which themselves depend on ω that are functions of r. For simplicity, however, we do not consider these derivatives in our

475

computations, and the terms ∂E/∂r are computed as the normal derivatives in
UFF.
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Figure 9: One of the benchmarks interactively modeled in SAMSON thanks to the IM-UFF
module. The interface which appears on the left makes it possible to switch between IM-UFF
and UFF, with UFF options described in Ref. [41]. Note that, when IM-UFF is set, manually
setting typizations and bond orders is disabled.

5. Results and discussions
This section analyzes the performance of the IM-UFF approach. We first
consider possible sources of discrepancies between UFF and IM-UFF from a
480

theoretical point of view. Then, we compare minimum-energy structures produced by UFF and IM-UFF on a set of benchmarks. We demonstrate how
IM-UFF may be used to interactively build molecular systems. We also show
that IM-UFF allows us to obtain statistical properties that approximate well
those obtained with a reactive force field. Finally, we discuss the obtained re-
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sults. As for UFF described in Ref. [41], IM-UFF has been implemented in
C++ and integrated in the SAMSON software platform [45] (see Figure 9).
5.1. Theoretical discrepancies analysis
Ideally, we would like equilibrium structures produced with IM-UFF to only
include covalent bonds, with weights ω = 1. In this case, the atoms’ coordinati-
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ons and valences would be exactly as in UFF, resulting in a weighted typization
25

λ = 1 for atom types. Such a perception would produce equilibrium energies
and forces in IM-UFF identical to those in UFF, hence ensuring that UFF structures are preserved. In practice, however, discrepancies between IM-UFF and
UFF may appear at equilibrium in the two following cases:
495

• As stated in subsection 3.2.7, one may encounter situations where some
non-covalent bonds retain a non-zero weight, although considering only
the covalent bonds would produce an equilibrium structure. We have seen
that a post-treatment is proposed to treat such situations, but it may not
cover all the cases that can be encountered.
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• As with UFF, the interplay between energy components (bond terms,
angle terms, etc.) is such that, even when the total potential energy is
minimized, some individual components may not be. For example, van der
Waals forces may lead to stretch a covalent bond, leading to an equilibrium
distance between the atoms involved that is larger than the bond stretch
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equilibrium. In IM-UFF, this may lead to bond weights that are different
from 1, leading to equilibrium structures that may be slightly different
from the ones obtained with UFF.
In the following, we show that these situations are not common and that
possible discrepancies are very limited.
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5.2. Comparison with UFF
IM-UFF has been tested on a set of 156 molecules made up of four groups of
benchmarks provided by the UFF authors to test their force field: 20 molecules
from the original UFF paper5 (Ref. [5]), 47 organic molecules (Ref. [6]), 57
main group compounds (Ref. [7]) and 32 metal complexes
5 We

6

(Ref. [8]).

count here only the molecules that do not already appear in other groups of bench-

marks.
6 Actually, 34 metal complexes are proposed in Ref. [8], but we excluded two metallocenes
systems since they involve bonds to aromatic rings that are not currently supported in the
SAMSON software platform.
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Reference

#

#

bench.

meas.

# meas.

Distance errors (Å)

Main article [5]

20

103

84

Organic [6]

47

263

142

Main group [7]

57

216

Metallic [8]

32

177

Bond angle errors (deg)

Torsion errors (deg)

average
1.2e−7

max
1e−5

# meas.

average

max

# meas.

average

19

-

-

97

24

120

1.1e−4
2.6e−3

0
3e−2

0

1.5e−6
1.0e−4

0
6.5e−4

0.19

1

3.9e−4
1.0e−4

104

2.0e−4

6.1e−3

72

1.9e−2
2.8e−2

2.5e−5
1.0e−4

0.37

1

2.8e−2

2.8e−2

95

Table 5: Summary of the tests evaluating the difference of distances, bond angles and torsions
obtained between UFF and IM-UFF for structures at equilibrium.
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Distances, bond angles, and torsion angles are measured for systems at equilibrium with the IM-UFF potential energy, and compared with the values obtained with UFF, using the automatic typization method proposed in Ref. [41].
The differences obtained between UFF and IM-UFF are summarized in Table 5.
The detail of the measures obtained with IM-UFF and compared with classical
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UFF is also shown in the Supplementary Material.
As one can see, average and maximum errors in distances, bond angles and
torsions are extremely limited in all benchmarks.
Note, however, that since IM-UFF is very close to our UFF implementation
at equilibrium, it retains the (limited) discrepancies identified in Ref. [41] with
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the reference UFF papers [5, 6, 7]. In particular, when our UFF implementation
leads to an incorrect typization, IM-UFF also gives a different value than when
using the correct typization. For a detailed description of the discrepancies
between UFF and the reference papers, we refer the reader to Ref. [41].
Additionally, we designed a scenario to evaluate the potential discrepancies
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in case of non-covalent interaction involving several molecules interacting between each other. For this, we tested a system made of four molecules, each
molecule belonging to one of the benchmarks groups used in the comparison
with UFF above. The system was initialized with molecules internally at equilibrium, but arbitrarily arranged within the space. Then, the interactions where
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modeled either with UFF or with IM-UFF, and the global system was minimized
thanks to the FIRE approach [46], a fast local minimization method. Finally,
the RMSD between the equilibrium structures obtained with UFF and with
IM-UFF were evaluated (see Figure 10). This process was repeated on 5 arbi-
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max

Figure 10: A benchmark made of four molecules to test IM-UFF in case of non-covalent interactions. The four molecules come from the four groups of benchmarks tested in subsection 5.2
and are the acetone, the H3Ge-O-GeH3 system, the mer-Trichloro[N-(3-aminopropyl)-1,3diaminopropane]cobalt(III) and the pyridine. From an arbitrary initial position (left), the
equilibrium states reached with UFF and with IM-UFF are essentially the same, with an
average RMSD of 4.5 × 10−7 Å (right).

trary initial states such that the 4 molecules were always interacting between
540

each other. On average, the RMSD between equilibrium structures obtained
with UFF and IM-UFF was 4.5 × 10−7 Å. By comparison, the average RMSD
between the initial state and the equilibrium state was of 2.02Å after global system alignment. This illustrates how IM-UFF nicely preserves the non-covalent
interactions of UFF in case of multiple systems.
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5.3. Interactive system modeling
We have used IM-UFF to construct many benchmarks from the previous
section from a set of non-bonded atoms7 . Precisely, we were displacing individual atoms via mouse interactions, while IM-UFF forces were used to continuously minimize the system being constructed. Such a protocol had already been
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used in SAMSON to do interactive quantum chemistry [19, 21, 23] and interactive modeling of hydrocarbon systems [17]. One difficulty that may arise in
some cases is that van der Waals forces may strongly repel atoms from each other
7 The

systems were containing up to almost 100 atoms.
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while they are being manipulated by the user, even though the user’s goal may
actually be to overcome energy barriers and form covalent bonds. To deal with
555

this issue, the interface of the IM-UFF module makes it possible to temporarily
deactivate van der Waals forces involving the atoms currently manipulated (i.e.
while they are displaced by the user thanks to an edition method). Moreover,
the IM-UFF module allows the user to switch back and forth between IM-UFF
and UFF, to keep the typizations and topologies constant when necessary.
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Figure 11 presents examples of molecules being interactively modeled thanks
to IM-UFF (see also Online Resources 1 and 2). In particular, we see how the
bond order of the connected systems evolves during edition, and how interactions appear at large distances even when weighted bonds are not covalent yet.
Thanks to IM-UFF, such systems can be constructed from atoms initially scat-
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tered in the 3D scene. These modeling may take from few seconds for small
systems (a, b) to a few minutes for intermediate systems (c, d) and few dozens
of minutes for larger systems (e, f )8 . Naturally, IM-UFF can also be used to
edit an existing molecule, in order, for example, to set the initial and final states of a given reaction, or just to probe the effects of some topological change.
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Figure 12 shows a simple case where a molecule of ethanol is edited. Depending
on the hydrogen removed from this system, the user can either obtain the ethanolate ot the oxonium methyl methylene, each case corresponding to distinct
topologies and shapes.
5.4. Comparison with a Reactive Force Field
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IM-UFF enables smooth transitions between different topologies. Here, we
show that, IM-UFF may also be used to get some statistical properties that
correspond well to those obtained with a reactive force field (even though IMUFF was designed to accurately model energy barriers). For this, we consider
8 Note

that this time could be reduced by directly adding functional groups instead of

individual atoms, but our goal was to demonstrate the feasibility of constructing complex
molecules from scratch with interactive physics based modeling.
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Figure 11: Examples of systems interactively modeled thanks to IM-UFF. a and b from
Ref.

[5] correspond respectively to the Methyl formate and the N-Methylformamide.

c and d from Ref.
hylphosphine.

[6] correspond respectively to the thiophene and the trimet-

Finally,

e and f

from Ref.

[8] correspond respectively to the

mer-Dibromoethyltris(trimethylphosphine)iridium and the Chloro(methyl)[(+)-(2S,3S)-Oisopropylidene-2,3-dihidroxy-1,4-bis(diphenylphosphino)butane]platinum(II).
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Figure 12: Interactively editing an ethanol molecule (a.). By pulling on the hydrogen linked
to the oxygen, the user forms the ethanolate that mostly preserved the initial shape (b.). If
instead, the user pulls on one hydrogen linked to the central carbon, the equilibrium position
of the other hydrogen is displaced and the user forms the oxonium methyl methylene that
contains a double bound between the carbon and the oxygen (c.). The smooth transitions
enabled by IM-UFF allow users to have immediate feedback on the consequences of modeling
decisions.

a system made of 10 methane molecules constrained to remain within a given
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fixed volume, and that we simulate using a Monte-Carlo method (see Figure 13).
Four simulations are performed, using either the Brenner or the IM-UFF force
field, and for a temperature of either 500K or 7000K. Temperatures are chosen
such that, at low temperature, covalent bonds are typically preserved whereas,
at high temperature, methane molecules may dislocate and form other com-
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pounds. Figure 13 shows that the Radial Distribution Functions obtained with
IM-UFF are very similar to the ones obtained with Brenner, for both temperature values. Hence, we can assume that the compounds obtained with Brenner
are in proportion the same as those obtained with IM-UFF. This is an interesting
feature, since such statistical measures would have been impossible with UFF
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alone, since it does not allow changes in molecular topologies. We think this is
an encouraging result, and we are considering extending IM-UFF in the future
to obtain a fully reactive force field that accurately models energy barriers.
5.5. Discussion
The experiments conducted have shown that IM-UFF allows us to recover
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the same structures at equilibrium as when using UFF, up to minimal geometrical differences. Moreover, the mechanism of weighted bonds and weighted
typizations that we have introduced allows us to easily and interactively modify
31

Figure 13: The interaction between 10 methane molecules restrained in a fixed volume is
simulated through Monte Carlo simulation (left). The Radial Distribution Functions (RDF)
obtained with Brenner (blue curves) are qualitatively the same as those obtained with IMUFF (red curves), in case of a 500K temperature setup (top) as well as a 7000K temperature
setup (bottom). It means that, unlike UFF, which does not allow changes in the molecular
topologies, it might be possible to use IM-UFF to obtain statistical measures that are normally
only accessible to reactive force fields.
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the topology and, as a result, the geometry of the created structures. Hence,
IM-UFF allows to perform interactive modeling of moderately sized molecular
600

systems (up to about one hundred atoms), while taking advantage of the large
variety of systems that can be considered with UFF. Obviously, IM-UFF suffers
from a few limitations:
• The restrictions present in the automatic perception scheme proposed for
UFF naturally appear in IM-UFF. Hence, as already stated, if the auto-
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matic perception that initiate UFF fails, the structure in IM-UFF will be
incorrect since its perception is derived from the one of our UFF implementation. For example, the bond order assignment may be sub-optimal,
the aromatic ring detection method witch relies on a specific set of patterns
may appear to be insufficient, the oxidation number may be evaluated in-
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correctly, etc. We refer the reader to Ref. [41] for a detailed evaluation of
the perception performed in UFF.
• We have experimentally shown that the minima of UFF are well reproduced with IM-UFF. However, IM-UFF also introduces minima that are
not present in UFF. Fortunately, an extensive use of IM-UFF allowed us
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to observe that these minima only happen in very specific circumstances and always when the system under manipulation is far away from a
stable structure, i.e. when the current coordination/valence of the atoms
is lower than their equilibrium coordination/valence. Hence, these false
positive stable structures are easy to detect and, in practice, they do not
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prevent users from modeling the correct minimal structures. An example
of such a structure is shown in Supplementary Material.
• IM-UFF needs to perform the perception of the system topology at each
time step of the interactive simulation, while in UFF this perception step is
performed only once. Moreover, IM-UFF forces and energies correspond to
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more complex expressions than in UFF. These operations clearly introduce
an additional computational cost. Experimentally, we have observed that
IM-UFF can be used for interactive modeling of systems containing up
33

to around one hundred atoms. For more complex systems, interactive
modeling may present lags.
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• Even though IM-UFF allows for continuous topological changes, it has not
been parameterized to realistically model energy barriers. Hence, even
though barriers are present between stable minimum-energy structures,
neither their position nor their height should be expected to conform to
experience or calculations performed with more sophisticated models. In
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a preliminary study described above, however, we have shown that it may
still be possible to predict statistical properties such as radial distributions.

6. Conclusions and future work
This paper extends the Universal Force Field to allow for continuous topological changes in molecular systems during interactive modeling. This approach,
640

that we called IM-UFF, combines the possibility to significantly modify molecular structures (as with reactive force fields) with a broad diversity of supported
systems thanks to the universality of UFF. Such an extension incorporated in
an interactive modeling process allows us to easily and interactively build and
edit molecular systems, while being guided by physics based inter-atomic forces.
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As future work, we would like to accelerate the method computationally
by making forces and energy updates incremental (i.e. only compute energies
and forces that should be updated when only some atoms have moved since
the previous time step). Another direction of work is to extend IM-UFF to the
new atoms typizations proposed in Ref. [9]. In addition, as stated in Ref. [7],
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fractional bond orders may give results closer to the experiments (for example
for dative bonds). Hence, we would like to correctly detect such cases and
introduce fractional bond orders in IM-UFF.
In complement, we would like to propose additional tools to interactively
model molecular systems. For example, we would like to allow the user to
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freeze some of the atoms, align them on a given plane or attract a selected set
toward a given regions. We will also let users directly add functional groups.
34

Beyond these simple examples, we think that the integration of IM-UFF within
the modular architecture of SAMSON will allow, in the future, to combine
this force field with all the modules and editors that will be integrated in this
660

platform, extending even further its molecular modeling capabilities.
We believe that the approach presented in this paper, which consists in
associating weights to force fields parameters in order to obtain a continuous
parameterization and allow for topological changes, might be generalizable, and
we would like to investigate its applicability to other force fields. In particular,
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it would be interesting to apply this methodology on force fields with explicit
charge distributions thanks to parameterizations allowing continuous transitions
of charges when switching from one stable state to another.
Finally, we have shown that it might be possible to use IM-UFF to obtain
statistical properties that are normally only accessible to reactive force fields.
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As a result, even though it was not its initial purpose, we would like to investigate the possibility of extending IM-UFF to accurately model energy barriers
and obtain a fully reactive force field. This would potentially allow many new
applications, including the estimation of free energies along reaction paths, or
the computation of reaction rate constants.
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